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Built some of the first graphical user interfaces (Xerox-80s)
Formed Contact Consortium in 1995, which held the first 
conferences on avatars: 1995-2002.
Formed Biota in 1996, artificial life and emergence within virtual 
worlds on the Internet, four conferences 1997-2001, popular 
podcast and now the EvoGrid effort.
Wrote “Avatars!” in 1997, other publications, and hundreds of 
talks worldwide on virtual worlds.
Founded DigitalSpace in 1995, open source virtual worlds for 
Adobe, NASA and others.
Founded Digibarn Computer Museum tells story of personal 
interactive computing from early 1960s-present.

http://www.digitalspace.com/avatars/jpgs/cover2ms.jpg


See more at
damer.com
biota.org
ccon.org
digitalspace.com
digibarn.com

http://www.damer.com/
http://www.biota.org/
http://www.ccon.org/
http://www.digitalspace.com/
http://www.digibarn.com/


The Biota Conferences
A multi-disciplinary visionary conference series 1997-2001

paleontology, artificial life, simulation, virtual worlds, art, game design, science fiction

1997 – Banff Canada, Burgess Shale

1998 –Cambridge UK 1999 – San Jose CA

2001 – Berkeley CA



1997: Digital Biota Conferences: Digital Burgess
(Banff Centre)



1998: Digital Biota 2
(Cambridge UK, Magdalene College)



Early Biota project
SIGGRAPH 1997: Nerve Garden - Growing gardens in cyberspace



1999-2001 DB 3 and 4
Today: Biota Podcast by Tom Barbalet
(History, news, discussion about artificial life)



EvoGrid:
a new initiative for the Artificial Life community
Concept development stage (Q1-Q2 2008)

Early artificial life Grids: 1991-
94, Karl Sims evolving virtual 
creatures on Connection 
Machine (2K processors), and 
Tom Ray’s Tierra, running 
across the Internet on servers 
(1992-98). 

What would an artificial life Grid for 
the 21st Century look like? Running 
across the modern Internet: XML 
semantic spaces, web 2.0 interfaces 



EvoGrid:
a new initiative for the Artificial Life community
Concept development stage (Q1-Q2 2008)

Imagine an L-System forest, a herbivore simulation and a carnivore simulation all 
developed separately without each having its own graphical front end. Each object in 
the separate simulations would communicate locally or via the network using some 
agreed upon protocol. Next, picture one or more 3D front end “view portals” with all 
the bells & whistles that visualize what is going on in the engines and traffic, putting 
any local “area” together into a coherent scene.

If it existed, such an A-life system could be run as a true grid, an “Evolution Grid” or 
“EvoGrid” if you will, with the computation not limited to one processor or one 3D 
scenegraph’s rendering step clock. Developers could focus on their areas of strength 
while the quality of the collective simulation grid would improve much faster than 
any one individual effort. And perhaps best of all, new developers could connect 
their engines, protocols or view portals into the grid or take up development of 
existing engines and protocols so that no projects need stagnate or die. So with this 
vision in hand, is something like the EvoGrid possible, workable, desirable, and 
doable?

For a good introduction see Tish Shute’s blog:
http://www.ugotrade.com/2008/02/14/evogridbruce-damers-vision-for-the-22nd-century/

http://www.evogrid.org/
http://www.ugotrade.com/2008/02/14/evogridbruce-damers-vision-for-the-22nd-century/


EvoGrid:
Concept Development – discussants so far:
Tom Barbalet, Gerald de Jong, Jeffrey Ventrella, Robert Rice, Bruce 
Damer. Inviting more participants from Grey Thumb and beyond.

What are the distributable atomic components of an EvoGrid?
1) Physics (laws determining how objects and energies change and
interact over space and time)
2) Genotype (determines 3, 4, 5, and 6 below)
3) Sensors (how aspects of the environment (and the organism itself) are 
perceived and fed to the brain)
4) Brain (takes sensor data, process it, and then affects the actuators)
5) Actuators (what the brain affects)
6) Geometry (organism bodies (objects) consisting of 3D coordinates, 
polygons, and parametric primitives (if any).)
7) Rendering (It's sole job should be to render the geometry)



EvoGrid:
Concept Development – Goals

What are next steps and realistic goals for an EvoGrid Alpha 0.1?

1) Design Taxonomy, Semantics and Protocols (simple tags, minimal subset)

2) Connect a couple of existing Alife simulations into the Grid together with a 
Visualizer: How about active Grey Thumb projects, Noble Ape, Darwin@Home, 
Darwin’s Pond, Darwin’s Park, Nerves Router/Digital Spaces or Breve?

4) Build a simple demonstration grid by end of 2008?

Interested? Sign up on mailing list, blog, and Biota Podcasts/LIVE shows about the 
EvoGrid (already underway).
Visit www.evogrid.org



EvoGrid Applications?
2007: Design for a human mission to an asteroid



EvoGrid Applications?
Evolved robotics for low gravity exploration



We will all evolve,
much faster and much better…

Together!

EvoGrid:
Final message

Contact: Bruce@Damer.com, sign up at www.evogrid.org

mailto:Bruce@Damer.com
http://www.evogrid.org/

